The Dazzling Comet C/2020 F3 (NEOWISE): The Comet of the Century
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Abstract

The newfound long period comet NEOWISE has the potential to be one of the brightest comets ever seen. The comet which was visible to the naked eye is considered as the comet of the century. This icy object was discovered on March 27, 2020. In this paper, we dive into some fascinating facts about NEOWISE comet that make such comet unique.
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1. Introduction

In 2020, the Earth was on a date with an icy visitor from the deep space. This cosmic visitor was the comet NEOWISE. The long period comet NEOWISE is one of the brightest comets ever. It was discovered on March 27, 2020 by NASA’s Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) space telescope and then classified as a comet on March 31, 2020. It is formally known as comet C/2020 F3. It is the first visible comet to the naked eye after the comet Hale Bopp which was discovered in 1995. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some features of NEOWISE comet are presented while in section 3 we discuss the comet's composition and origin. Our conclusion and recommendations are presented in section 4

2. Some features of NEOWISE comet

Recently, comet NEOWISE has become in the top news headlines. The nucleus of NEOWISE comet is about 5 km wide and it is travelling with a speed of 231,000 km/h (64 km/s). NEOWISE has two tails like any other comet as shown in figure 1. One of them is a dust tail while the other is an ion tail. But satellite data indicates that NEOWISE comet has a dust tail and possibly two ion tails. The length of its dust tail is about 16 million km. The elliptical orbit of this comet is very long. It is about 6,800 years before it returns back. In other words, people who will see it would have lived during the fifth millennium BC. On March 27, 2020 the object was discovered by a team using WISE telescope under NEOWISE program, and then classified as a comet on March 31, 2020 and named NEOWISE in April. NEOWISE made its closest approach to Earth on July 22, 2020 with a distance of 103 million km.

3. The comet's composition and origin

The comet NEOWISE is considered as one of the brightest comets because it got much closer to the sun than most other comets. The brightness of the comet enables scientists to get a lot of data than any other comet. There is a lot of water in NEOWISE (about 13 million Olympic swimming pools of water). The comet's head is green due to the existence of diatomic carbon C2 while the tail of the comet is blue because of the abundance of carbon monoxide (CO). Comet NEOWISE originates in our solar system (only two objects have been discovered in the interstellar space: Oumuamua and Comet Borisov). Monte Carlo computer models have been used in order to simulate the sodium tail and to estimate outgassing rates and speeds.

4. Conclusion and recommendations

In this work, an overview of the comet NEOWISE is presented to highlight the importance of studying this comet which is considered as the comet of the century. One of the main aims of this paper is to motivate research committees around the world to study the gathered data of this unique comet. NEOWISE proves how important it is for us to develop our detection systems against such threats which could strike Earth without warning.
Fig. 1: Long NEOWISE’s Ion Tail.

Credits: Long NEOWISE’s ion tail, Petr Horálek Photography, © 2020 by Petr Horálek, used with permission.
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